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TMI-2 Temporary Reactor Vessel Filtration System 

Safety Evaluation Report - Revision l 

Attached is Revision 1 to the TMI-2 Temporary Reactor Vessel Filtration System 
(TRVFS) Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for your information. This revision 
reflects revisions to the calculations relatir,J dose rates to fuel content of 
the TRVFS. As previously discussed with you a�J members of your staff, we 

have reviewed our previous calculations and have made revisions based on a 
more realistic but conservative approach; the changes are S�4rized below. 

Upon re-evaluation, it was decided to revise the focal point to the 
calculations to use the discharge barrel as the limiting feature (70 KQ) an� 
establish a limit of 10 discharges to the barrel from the filt�r. This 
results in a limit of fuel in the filter of 7 Kg. Dose rates were then 
calculated based on the 7 Kg loading in the filter. 

The revised calculations giving radiati�� levels at the filter housing 
included the following parameter assumptions: 

0 

0 

The new analysis used 7 Kg of U� versus 70 Kg of fuel as used in 
the previous analyses. 

The new analysis uses a source region material mix of U02 fines, 
structural material fines, dlat��ceous earth and water versus all 
u�. 
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o The source region density is assumed to be 1.3 gms/cc versus 4 gm/cc. 

o The new analysis uses a core average neutron flux versus a hot 
channel factor for determining specific activity of the core debris. 

o The radiation detector distance to the filter housing is assumed to 
be two (2) inches instead of one (1) inch and is located at the 
centerline of the filter region as opposed to bottom of the filter 
r�ion. 

o The fission product activity is decayed to October 1985 versus 
February 1985 in the pr�vious analysis. 

The resulting dose rate at the filter housing using the above assUMptions is 
approximately 340 R/hr. Assuming a radiation alarm setpoint of 3 R/hr on the 
filter housing monitor, the result is a safety margin of approximately 110. 
If a setpoint of 6 R/hr is used, the safety factor becomes approximately 55. 
If the soluble fission products (Cs 134, Cs 137, Co 60, and Sb 125) are 
assumed depleted from the core debris, the radiation level at the filter 
housing is 128 R/hr, yielding safety factors of approximately AO and 20 for 
alarm setpoint of 3 and 6 R/hr respectively. 

Possible increase of the alarm setpoint is under consideration as an ALARA 
measure since the filter is currently being changed out based on radiation 
levels as opposed to ·P. The frequent changes are adding significantly to the 
dose rates for defuellng operations. Appropriate changes may be made in order 
to limit personnel doses based on operating experiences. 

As you are aw�re, we suspended operation of the TRVFS pending completion of 
our r�-evaluation. eased on t�e results of our evaluations presented above 
and in Revision 1 to the TRVFS SER, GPU tluclear will resume operation of this 
temporary system �lle a permanent system is being developed. This is as 
discussed previously with yourself and members of y�Jr staff. 

FRS/RBS/eml 
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TMI-2 TEMPORARY REACTOR VESSEL FILTRATION SYSTEM 

1. Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this Safety Analysis is to demonstrate that tt1e operation 
of the Temporary Reactor Vessel Filtration System will not present an 
undue risk to the health and �afety of the public. 

The prime purpose of the Temoorary Reactor Vessel Filtration Systpm is to 
restore and maintain the visibility in the Reactor Vessel to acceptablE' 
levels to insure the continuation of the Early Oefuellng Program. Rpcent 
develoonents relative to the operation of the DWCS and the Filter 
Canisters have revealed that the Filter Canisters develop the ma�lmum 
design oressure drop before the filter has processed sir,nificant 
quantities of water. Our investigation of this development has lear! to 
the discovery of micro-organism orowt� in the reactor coolant. Theory 
and experience indicates that these micro-orqanis�s arp caoablc of 
plugging the filters in the filter canister prior to the collection of 
any significant quantity of core debris. These developments h�ve 
proviced the need to design ann ooerate a temoorary filter syst�m Khile 
GPU Nuclear develops a permanent progran to control this phenomenon. 

T�e principle safety questions relating to the systen's oper�tion are 
criticality control. waste disposal. and the potential consequences of 
spills. 

2. Systen Description 

Tne Tenporary Reactor Vessel Filtration System (TRVFS) is ;:.>rovirll"d to 
cleanup the Reactor Vessel water above the .ubble ben to provide ant1 
maintain an adequate level of visibility to �nable defueling to nroceP.O. 
ihe system consists of a 1 l/2 ho pumo, 1 112 inch �iamet�r hoses, 
isolation valves. fittings and a filter assembly. The TRv•s will bP 
operated only wh�n ooeratlon oersonnel are on tnP d�fuPlinq pla form. 
The T�vr:-s will take suction frOITl the ilF and return tne f il ter�tl wJ '!r to 
the l!F. Flow ·otill be provided by the ounn at ma)(lmun flow rate of J'j 
gallons per minute. The Nater <till pass t�rough 1 diatom�ceou� eartn 
(D.E.) coated filter. The filter is house1 in a r.ontainer with 
filtration provided by appro.dnat�l; 100 15 i'1Ch lrm'J t1y 112 inch 
diameter filt�r bags on which the diatomaceous earth p r�coat [G fi)(nd. 
Tne diatomaceous earth is injected into the �uction of tn,.. pump in 
approximately seven (7) poun� batches which then coats th,.. fiJtnr 
nedium. When the pressure drop across the filter r�aches B-10 psi �bovn 
precoat pressure �roo. thP pump will no lonr.�r b� caoahle of ornvininq 
significant flow; consequently, the filti:!r <till be "backbtlll!lf'r1" or 
cleaned. Bacl-'bt..npin'} is ar:ccr.pl ished by stoppin•J thf' flo·ot and ftex l n11 
th� filter media NniCh Cao)C,r!S the fi ltPred m:tterial anrj thr> rJiatOIIl1CCOUS 
earth to fall. to the bnttCITl of the fUt�r hotJsin"). The hottom of thn 
housing can oo rlraine':l to a shielrle1 cont<�!nnr suct1 <�'• a S5 oallnn rln.n 
as requi r�. The TPVFS is rec; tnrerl by cs tatll ish in') f 1 o·ot an1 inJ,.rt.l r.'l nn 
addit ion:Jl s�·,en (7) pQtJmS of cl�<�n dil�rJnarP.OIJS �rJrth lntiJ thn ptJnp 
suction. TIJ <�ssur� that filt�r"!tl mat�r!�l in the filt,..r is not fl!liTI'lCrl 
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back to the reactor vessel before the recharged O.E. is fixed to the 
filter, a byoass line is provided to allow recirculation until the 
effluent from the filter appears clear. Each cleaning of the filter will 
add approximately 7 to 20 pounds of diatomaceous earth, filtered 
material, and 20-25 gallons of water. After settling has occurrc� in the 
shielded container, the water will be dec�nted and stored for further 
processing at a later date. 

3. Criticality Prevention 

Any fluid system connected to the vessel which transports coolant syst�m 
water from the IIF has the potential to move fuel bearing material. 
Consequently, the potential to accunJlatP fuel external of the reactor 
vessel has been addressed. Because or the temporary nature of the system 
and the unli�elihoOd of accunulating significant quantities of fuel based 
on the suction point for this system, GPU t�clear believes that the 
rigorous engineering/design control established for defueling canisters, 
which were designed for extended life, is not required in this.instance. 
However, the TRVFS design and operation does provide the following 
separate assurances to preclude any potential signific1nl fuel 
accunulation and criticality. 

a. Only suspended material in the RCS will be maven. 

b. The filter body will be continuously monitored for qamma ractiation 
levels to detect any significant fu�l accunJlation. 

c. The gross alpha radioactivity in the 55 qallon dr� will ne 
determined by sampling. 

The inlet and outlet hoses for the TRVFS are one and one-half (1 1/2) 
inch I.D. hoses. The hoses from the IIF to the pump �nd fr� fil ter to 
IIF will be secured in surh a manner th:Jt the suction anc1 rJI.scha rqc 
piping will always be immersc1 in the llF no more than two (2) fPPt below 
327'-6". Consequentlt, tne suction or the PCS water •ill al•ays occur 
within the confines of tne I1F. At 75 qpm, the velocity in the hos� is 
approximately 14 feet per second; however, the fluid v�locity ten feet 
from the hose would oe four to five orders of magnitude less , if any 
velocity effect fron the hose suction e�ists at all. At such velocitiPs 
only particles smaller than lO microns could be l'lQv�d. It cotJld be 
assumed that the suspended matPrial in the reactor water l� uranil� o�ide 
at a concentration of 1 porn; representative of what samnle con�entrati�' 
have indicated in the past. Twelv�> hours of continuous oocr;'ltion of tne 
filter system at this concentration «oulc1 deposit 0.2 Kq of UO] oro tN
filter medla, significantly less than that requireO to pr�Juce a 
criticality. The conservativr• natur"' of this hypnthetical m!Yf�l i<> 
illustrated by comparison tQ the analysis of the pr� and post-f1lter 
effluent in the 0\'ICS operation; 'l simi l;'l r  but deencr suction and 
dischartr. arran')ement. Anr�lysls of owr.s fluid h,ls shown no d�tP.ctablf' 
fis�ile material in the flow stream. n,erefore, it is concltJdcd that a 
significant ilccumulation of uraniun o� ide wi 11 not occur in the fi 1 ter 
housing. 

- j -
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A gamma sensitive radiation detector is provided in close proximity to 
the filter housing. Calculations using upper limit radionuclide removal 
rates based on scaling empirical data from owes and RCS samples indicate 
that after filtering RCS water for four (4) hours the highest expected 
radiation level at the exterior surface of the vessel would be 
approximately 3 R/hr. If, however, the vessel contained 7 Kg of UOz, 
with the attendant fission product activity as predicted by the ORIGEN 
code, the radiation level at the container surface would be 340 R/hr. 
This significant difference provides an excellent check relative to any 
possible urani� accumulation in the filter during operation. 7 Kg of 
fuel as a maximum filter loadinq was determined by taking the minimum 
amount or fuel (70 Kg) necessary for criticality concerns in the drum, 
then dividing the 70 Kg by the maximum allowed discharges (10) to the 
drum. The radiation levels in the filter housing was then determined 
using the following assumptions: 

o The source region material includes UOz fines, structural 
material fines, diatomaceous earth, and water. 

0 Source region density or 1.3 gm/cc 

o Core average neutron flux distribution for specific activity or 
debris 

o Source to detector distance of approximately 2 inches at the 
centerline or filter media region 

o Activity decayed to October 1985 

A ga�a radiation monitor will continuously monitor the surface radiation 
level and at a preselected radiation level filtering operations will be 
secured. Currently this level is procedurally controlled with values 
expected to be up to 6 R/hr. This level may be adjusted by Rad Con to 
account for changing conditions. At this radiation level, the amount of 
UOz in the filters is expected to be gram quantities, far less than 
necessary to create criticality concerns. 

As an additional check to assure that little or no fissile material 
and/or fuel bearing material is being removed from the RCS, grab samples 
will be periodically taken of the diatomaceous earth and filtered 
material in the 55 gallon drum. A test for gross alpha radioactivity 
will be used to calculate the QUantity of fissile material in the drum. 
The drum may be used to accUMUlate as many as ten (10) cleanings or the 
filter �dia. Since little or no fuel is expected in any filte• loa11nq, 
it is obvious that insufficient fuel could accUMUlate in the druM to 
create criticality concerns. 

The potential for criticality due to a boron dilution event has been 
considered. Diatomaceous earth consists of approximately 88% silica and 
exhibits no propensity to remove or adsorb boron. Therefore, significant 
boron dilution caused by removal or boron by the diat�ccous filters is 
not considered credible. Operating experience witn these filters in the 
fuel pool has resulted in no detectable dilution of the fuel pool. noron 
dilution of the reactor vessel is not judged credible because of the 
closed loop nature of the system, and the un3vailahillty of unborated 
water sourr;es. 

- 4 -
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4·. waste Disposal 

Calculations of the estimated radionuclide concentr3tions and the maximum 
expected concentrations of fissile material indicate that the raw wast� 
is slightly greater than those required for disposal as a Class C 
package. The group 2 long-lived isotopes are controlling for Class C. 
Therefore, stabilization will be required for shallow land burial. 
Cement solidification of the waste will reduce the concentrations to 
those acceptable for shipment as a Class C waste. 

Consequently, it is concluded that s�ipment of these wastes will not 
represent an abnormal waste disposal concern for this program. 

5. Dose Rate Evaluation and Spill Consequences 

As stated previously, the expected maximum radi1tion level at the 
external surface of the filt�r housinq is 6 R/hr. Shadow shiP.ljing will 
be installed so that the contribution that this localized radiation 
source will make to the exposure of operating personnel on the Oefueling 
Platform will be minimal. �adiation levels from the shiel�ed 55 .qallon 
drum are expected to be as much as 340 mR on contact. Shadow shielding 
will be used to reduce the dose rate from this source to oersonnel 
working at the defueling slot to one (1) to two (2) mR/hr. lt ��y be 
possible during the transfer of D.E. from filter to 55 gatlon drum to 
experience a spill wherein the 20 to 25 gallons of watPr an1 the 
approximately seven (7) pounds of D.E. along with the filtrate arP. 
soilled onto the surface of the North End OefuPllng Platrortr.. 9'lould 
such a spill occur, a portion of the platfoM woul 1 be contamina •'1'1 v. i th 
up to seven (7) curies of Strontium/vttrii..CT'-90 and 0.07 curks ..Jf 
Cesi�l37. If the spill spreads to cover a depth of 1/8" t3 mm), an 
area of about 200 ft2 will be contaminated. Dose ratP.s attributahle to 
this contamination will be in the range of 25 rad per hOur at 10 em above 
the floor. 

Although a specific calculation ror offsite rele�se created by a drum 
handling accide�t has not been performed, the results �re easily boundP1 
by and are far less than the releases postulated for 3 canister drop 
accident as described in Revision 4 to the Early Oefuelinq SER. 

A liquid only spill must also be considered. A pipe break at the pump 
discharge would e ... nibit the ootential of srillinl liouid from tt1<? IIF 
onto the 322'-6" ��evation of the FTC floor. This event can bP. d�tected 
using the !IF level monitoring system. This liq•Jid woul� in turn drain 
to the sump of the canal floor on the south-east corner of the up�r 
canal where i t  would collect and be r�en to � staginq or processinq 
location. With the suctirm 1 imited to two (2) feet below t"'e surface of 
the water in the IIF, this represents aporo�imately 4000 qallons of �5 
water. It is not expected that such an event -ould siqnificantly 
increase the r�diation CYPOStJre to workers on the Ocru,.,linq ?latform. 

Another potent!� 1 concern relates to the consr>Q\Jr>nc:Pr, of a r il ter brl!ak 
through wherein t�e seven (7) pounds or diatomaceous �arth is r�e1 into 
the reactor vessel. As previously stated, rliatom'lC'!OIJS ,.,arth is chiefly 

- 5 -
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silica with little, if any, hydrogeneous material, in a fine powder 
form. It would, therefore, sigAiflcantly increase the turbidity or the 
RCS fluid but not effect the present shutdown margin of the bulk core. 
Eventually, it would be expected to settle to the top of the rubble bed 
and in turn be removed with the rubble during defueling. 

6. SUITmary 

Therefore, it is concluded that based on the evaluations presented in 
this Safety Analysis the operation of the Temporary Reactor Vess�>l 
Filtration System may be conducted without undue risk and exposure to the 
operating personnel nor wil l lt present any undue risk to the health and 
safety of the public. 

10 CFR 50, Pa:agraoh 50.59, oermits the holder of an operatinq licensP to 
make changes to the facility or perform a test or experiment , provided 
the change, text, or experiment is determined not to be an unreviewed 
safety question and does not involve a modification to the plant 
Technical Specifications. 

� oroposed change involves an unreviewed safety Question if: 

a. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or 
malfunction of equipment important to safety analysis may be 
increased; or 

b. The possinility for an accident or malfunction of a different tynP 
than any evaluated previously in a safety analysis report nay bP. 
created; or 

c. The marain of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical 
Specifications, is r�duced. 

A variety of events hav� been analyzea in this SER. lt has been 
determined that the event due to operation of the TRV�s are simil3r tn 
events descr ibed in s�verai previous submittals (References 1, 2 anrt 3). 
Of primary concern are a hannling accident, deboration of th� RV, 
draindo.m of the R'/ and criticality concerns in the filter. The dro1l of 
the 55 gallon container and subsequent release to the environment is 
bounded by the canist�r drop accident described in Refcr�nce l. 
Oeboration of the RV is possible by vne of the t�o �thods: absorPt ion 
of boron by the D.E. or by dilution cau�ed by improper hookup and 
operation of the filter system. The filter media has shown no propensity 
to remove boron during test operations in the fuel pool. Operation of 
similar types of system� h3ve been addressct1 in the f?orQn Hal.:lrds 
Analysis (Peferenc� 2) and are not considered to b� a sinnific�nt 
dilution haz�rd. 

Due to the setup of hose suction and di scharqcs, rlrilindown of tt1P rr>.-1ctor 
v�ss"!l is not considererl credible. Previous evaluations have shown ltloil 
anbient cooling is adequate providinq water remains 1bov� t,e ves�el 
flange. Since r1raindown wlll be limited to thP uop•!r t.wo (2) fe•]t of th<> 
II�, this event is bounded. 

- 6 -
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It is recognized that the criticality control measures for the filter 
canister proposal here does not incorporate the engineered features for 
criticality control used in the defueling filter canisters (Reference 
3). However, measures have been taken to mini�ize and detect the tuildup 
of U02 in the filter media. These effects, coupled with the temporary 
nature of the proposed system, give confidence that the propos�d 
operation does not increase the probability of an accident or create the 
possibility of an accident of a different type than previously evaluated. 

Technical Specification safety margins at T�I-2 are concerned with 
criticality controls and prevention of further core danaqe due to 
overheating. �s demonstrated by �his Safety Evaluation Report, Technical 
Specification safety margins will be maintained throughout the filtering 
process. Subcriticality is ensured by establishing the boron 
concentration at greater than 4350 ppm ouring th� early defu�ling process 
and ensurin� that this concentration is maintained by nonitorin1 thP. 
boron concentration and inventory levels and by isolatina potential 
deboration oathways. Subcriticality in thP filt�r syst� is maintainP1 
by selective pickup locations, monitoring of radiation l�vels and by 
sampling of the discharqed filter media. The ability to prevent further 
core damage due to ov�rheating is not affected by the filtering proc�ss. 

Thus, it is concluded that the operation of the Temporary Reactor VessP.l 
Filtration System does not constitute an unreviewed safety Q�stion as 
defined by 10 CFR Part 50, Paraaraon 50.5q. 

- 7 -
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